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VThe possibility of observing weak neutral currentsj'at
1)
ISABELLE has been pointed out by Lederjaan

. Here we probe this

possibility further. We shall 'discuss some inherent difficulties
of the proposed experiment and present a (model dependent) estimate
of one type of effect (charge asymmetry). /
Generally, there are two effects which can signal the
presence of weak neutral currents interfering with single photon
exchange :

and

a)

parity violation :

b)

charge asymmetries :

O
However, the beat direction is not defined due to the identity of
the two initial state particles ; the first two asyauactries vanish
identically.

In an inclusive pair production experiment, the only

non-vanishing Eomentun-dependent effects are of the forai :

- 2 -

and

where

Q = p +p

is the three-nonentua trancfer to the lepton pair.

Thus the effects depend on the virtual photon Bjot being produced at
rest.

(This is of course also true for the energy asyisnetry which

vanishes identically for

Q = 0.)

In the parton codels

used to describe there processes (Fig. i ) , Q

' generally

is parallel to the

beam direction and peaked toward zero. This is one factor which
could suppress observable effects.
The observation of parity violation is really the only
clear signature for the presence of weak interactions, since charge
asymmetries can also arise from the interference of two-photon exchange
with one-photon exchange.

The dominant process for two-photon exchange

(Fig. 2) is expected to be comparable with one-photon exchange at
ISABELLE energies

. On the other hand, if n-j polarizations are

measured, the only evidence for parity violation appears in the nonvanishing expectation value of a triple ooccntus produce, which is
odd under tine reversal. So the presence of such a tern depends on
the presence of strong interaction effects.

In an inclusive reaction,

wher3 we sum over all final hadron states, only strong interactions
in the initial
of this type*

pp

state can give rise to parity violating effects

In the parton model, where strong interactions are

ignored,* the effect is identically zero.

This leaves us with charge asveretries. However, in this
ease the parton model works in our favour. Since the inclusive

pp

cross-section is just an incoherent sun (weighted with probability
distributions) over ^ross-sections for

qq -• i*"jt~, there is r.o

- 'i interference with the dominant two-photon contribution, which arises
from quark brecsstrahlung rather than annihilation.

The only two-

photon process (Pig. 3} which can interfere with the one-photon process is expected to be snail

. We night try to calculate this

contribution using point-like quarks j however, in the presence of
an off-mass shell quark the theoretical grounds for such an assumption
A)

are weak and appear to be contradicted by the data

.

In the fellowing we shall consider one photon and one

Z

(weakly coupled massive neutral boson) exchange in the parton codol,
and neglect two-photon effect sJ It nay be possible to test our assumptions a posteriori.

Single vector necois exchange inplies a quadratic

distribution in the lepton four-aomentun difference
two-photon exchange the dependence in

q^u.

q = P_-p+«

For

is more complicated.

Although the size of the effects we shall estimate depends critically
on the codel we choose for parton distribution functions in the proton,
there are other predictions of the parton codel which are independent
of the distribution functions. Verification of these would lend further
confidence to the one-particle exchange assumption.

In particular the

energy asysaetry and aoaentun asysaetry are not independent in the
parton model. The contribution of Fig. 2 alone can of course be corrected for.

KINEMATICS

p_

If p.. and p_ are the incoming proton noaenta and
the lepton aonenta, we define the follwing variables :

K • /* -ft.- tot i?
(in the cm. system).

p+,

- 4is the hadronic current and we take the weak neutral coupling
to be :

2
where 6 is the Fersi constant, tL,
current and

is the hadronic neutral

f*H
is the lepton current.

Then- the inclusive cross-section in the

centre-of-mass frame is :

~{i%. dp-

(0

where

- 5and we have neglected the lepton masses. The requirements of hermiticity and Fermi statistics restrict the hadronic matrix elements to
the form :

(2)

plus terms in

(L, , Q v

which we neglect since their contributions

vanish with vanishing lepton mass.

If ne can also neglect

pp

inter-

actions in the initial state, time reversal requires :

£ r 4 -"
The structure functions F.
Q

and

and

G.

depend on tine invariants

s,

(Q«K)*". The sum over lepton spins gives the general expres

sion :

(4/

-i

- 6 then, neglecting strong interactions in the initial state, the three
terms appearing in the eentre-of-mass cross-section, Eq. (1), are each
expressions of the form :

where

p^

is the component of the vector

p along the beam direction
2
2
and we have neglected the proton mass : P = -K = s.

QUARK PARTON MODEL
If
of quark

p.(x)

(i=1...6)

is the probability for finding the
in the proton with fraction

x

i

type

of longitudinal

momentum, the inclusive cross-section for pair production is :

6

where

f

d<5~. is the differential cross-section for

o^q-r -» I

One finds for the structure functions defined in Eq. (2) :

(7)

(8)

- 7-

F,

3

H

where

(L

*o
(9)

is the component of li perpendicular to the beam,

(t0)

and

U 1
i

>t- s octf-h^ for £ exeAta
J

(11)
in
Q.

is the quark charge and the ' Z quark coupling is

The predictions of : (a) no transverse momentum for the
lepton pair, and (b) only two independent structure, functions are
general features of th? parton model, which in principle allow us
to determine a posteriori whether the numerical estimates we may sake
have any meaning.

The charge conjugation properties of the currents imply

rf r

£ ^T

»

A ~7*7

(13)

- 8 so that the charge asymmetry [jq. (8JJ will clearly vanish if quark
and anti-quark distribution functions in the proton are the same.
This is still another possible suppression factor.
Introducing the "sealing" variables

(14)
with

q

= q

+ q , we may write the contribution of each term as

where

r

>; f /r
The variable

y

-

^

is related to the lepton angle in the di-lepton rest

frame by

* cos 0*

(is)

- 9 In the

pp

centre-of-mass frame we have

r
(19)

Then

>o
(20)

We define the charge asymeetry for fixed

Q

by :

dcr
We find

l'1

(22)

where the sum is over quark states only, E(Q ) is defined in Eq. (17)
and

ljrw« f i x f ^ft

(23a)

- 10 -

(25b)

(25c)

y (x) = y (r/x) represeats a cut-off on lepton angle or transverse
momentum.

The lepton Eoaenta in tlie pp

ceatre-of-mass frame are :

(24)

A MODEL DEPENDENT ESSIHATE
Numerical calculations require both a model for the parton
distribution functions and a model for the

z

coupling constants. To

get an idea of the magnitude of the effect one might expect, we use the
2)
parton model used by Berman, Bjorken and Kogut

', where two inde-

pendent distributions are assumed, one for valence quarks and one for
the quark-anti-quark sea which is assumed to be
Specifically :

ffi <*> -" fntX)

SU

symmetric.

- 11 with

(26)

To simplify the integrals, we do not consider

x

dependent cut-offs.

Then the asymmetry is proportional to :

_L _

where

^ * f ^ S>(X) SC^/X)^

(29)

A-

and

o

depends on the quark coupling.

tribute significantly.

for

y

= 0

a cut off

s

does not con-

Figure 4 shows the function

(whole solid angle) and for

yQ = 1/4

In ft-ct I

(|cose | < 0.5),

'**'

p_/s = ry(i-y) > 0 . 1 . For

we have

This gives an idea how angular cuts ?.'ill suppress the effect.
To estimate the asymmetries, we use the four-quark version
of the Weinberg model

', and assume that there are no charmed quarks

in the proton. Then the weak couplings are :

-

12 -

b---l

(31)

and the

charges are

(32)

The angle
We- take

9

is the

6 = 0

(V-A

0 , 2

mixing angle '' ; empirically

theory) and

2

9 = 30°, sin G « 0.25

sin 0 < 0.4.
(piire axial

coupling for the lepton).
The asymmetries obtained using these values are shown in
Pigs. 5 and 6 for

s = (54 GeV) 2

(iSH) and

s = (400 GeV) 2 (ISABBILE)

for different values of M . Por small values of the relative weak
electromagnetic coupling
tional to

R

R(Q ) ' [lq. (182, the asymiaetry is propor-

and independent of the Weinberg angle. At ISE energies

the asymmetry exceeds 5% only for low M z

and high

the cross-section drops rapidly with increasing
/(d0T(r=0.9) ~ 1O"
(ISABELLE, M 7

9

in this model].

Q

Q . Moreover,
[dO"(r=O.i)/

On the other hand if Q 2 » M |

small) the relative strength H(Q )

weak as the boson propagator falls like

again becomes

i/Q . Finally for E(Q ) » 1

(ISABELLE, VL~ large)* the weak interaction dominates and the asymmetry remains appreciable for
9 c 30° }
leptons.

8 = 0

(V-A

theory) and vanishes for

since in this case only the axial current couples to the

- 13 The asyasietries shown in Pigs. 5 and 6 2re of course
limited by the asynua<Jtry in the parton distributions (Fig. 4) which
is between 15 and 25 per cent in the sodei used.

Since this no del

is probably too simple to account for- all the daia, it nay be that
a better model v/ill predict a higher asya^ietry

»

We have benefited fron discussions with L. Lederaan,
C.H. Llewellyn Smith, H. Stern and H. Veltean.
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PIGUBK CAPTIOKS
Figure_|

Parton. no del diagram for

pp -* ?' 9 + X.

Figure 2

Dominant two-photon exchange c o n t r i b u t i o n .

Figure 3

Two-photon exchange diagram giving acy.'snetry in parton codei.

Figure_4

Parton d i s t r i b u t i o n asyiasetry over e n t i r e solid angle and
with lepton transverse noraentuc cut-eff.

Figure^l

Charge asyesetry a t ISR energies as a function of

Figure_6

Charge asy^-nmetry at ISABBLLS energies.

r = Q /s.

p (p,)
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